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CONCEPT: The idea of “home” has different philosophical interpretations but the

policies of the Azerbaijani government.

function and meaning of home as house is the same for everybody in the world. A

Location: North-Eastern border of Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh

functional home is where one lives and it is his/her dream, firstly safe then comfortable

PROPOSAL: The film is a single-channel video, filmed in the borderlands between

and so on. No one really thinks about home in philosophical way when it is like that. But

Armenia and Azerbaijan to document the ongoing violence and human rights violations

when it is not safe? When it is not safe anymore the uncertainty comes; either keep living

in this region. There were use amateur video documentation chapters from inhabitants,

there because it is my “sweet home” and contains the energy of all my lifetime efforts,

who always enthusiastically show them to very rare visitors telling their stories of

or leave it and migrate, become a refugee? The prospect of becoming homeless brings

exploded houses, survival from bombing, comparing bullets they found after great fires, or

profound anxiety. Especially when your house it not inherited, but built with your own

even sadder stories.

hands during all life, it is built with the belief that your house is your fortress and your

I have visited several settlements in this region as part of my research and residents have

“kingdom”.

shared their stories with me. When one old man showed me his collection of “artifacts”

The border zones of Armenia where I did shoot this film is full of such “kingdoms” where

and filmed our meeting with his phone, he asked me; “Do you want me to give you this

it is no longer safe but no one wants to accept their kingdom has collapsed and the first

file? It seems you travel a lot, show this to people and tell our story”. So this gave me the

time during their life they think about human rights as a subject of their right to live in

idea of using the “personal archives” of residents as part of my film.

their own home. There are 22 villages along the North-Eastern border of Armenia with

I visit all 22 villages and my camera tried to capture any detail that describes the

Azerbaijan and many others in Nagorno-Karabakh, where civilians remain, living in

situation and shows the absurd and surrealism of life in this part of the world.

conflict zones where the word “home” is philosophy but not safety or comfort. This film

We had also short interviews with survivors and witnesses, background narratives of

is an attempt to get their voices out and enable them to tell their story about their very

everyday life in these villages such as schools, kindergartens and farming activities which

simple and basic right – the right of life – under threat everyday because of the aggressive

is their way to struggle for life, rights, home and concept of home.
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